
5/14/75 Nosenko documents, one not classified, one Onfidential, I aslpd 

and by whom it was withheld and classifieW whether on any of the reviews 
subject to 

it was not detected that this material was not properly/withholding to or classi- 

fication and if sowhy the 

any review decided that the memo at any time determined the requirements of the 

"Top Secret" classification were met by the memo; and an account of the reasons 

for the ending of withholding and classification. Particularly because these documents 

do contain what is contradictory to what the Warren Report says and all are dated 

long before the issuance of that Report. I also ask why...they were not made 

available immediately upon publication of the book KGB, which tells the essence 

of the story Nosenko told." 

H 	are there any other Nosenko documents or any similar to it or relating to 

the same subject or contents that arevottfal available If there are any such I 

would like to knautheir identifications and sources and why they are not available. 

I intend this as a formal request for any such documents. I also note the complete 

absence of any relecant CIA documents when Nosenko turned himself in to the CIA... 

if there are no CIA documents relating to this, I would also like to know that and 

whether it would be fair to assume that the absence of any CIA documents means the 

Commission had none...any transcripts of interviews with Nosenko or others amd if 

there are any other Commission internal papers dealing with this subject and that 

sification and withholdinglaas not ended then; when in 

which is relevant to it." 
X-e," 	(ft /14-07"& ‘///77) 7teitkaak 

oh 
When no response by 6/30 I asked "Must I file under FOIL to learn about 

declassifications...or whether documents are still withheld..." So Immade FOIL 

request. 

"Miss Smith's letternsnakes no reference to whetehr or not any Nosenko document s 

were provided to the Warren Commission." Also made FOIL request. 

My 7/6 certified: "The FBI placed no classification on its MK summarizing the 

Nosenko interviews of -"ebruary 26 and 27, 2964. It was not provided when I first 

requested copies of all of the Nosneko documents. It also dears no declassification. 



After learning on July 8 that pages withheld fro me had been madexasto 

available to another who had made public use of them I wrote about this July 9 

With regard to whether or not pages had already been supplied I said tion't 

"time to discover if I have been provided copies...just make a copy xise and charge 

to my deposit. " I do want each document released in this declassification. 


